Let X be a codimension-three tame compactum in Euclidean space E" . If dimX x Y < n , then every map /: Y -► E" can be approximated by map g with X n Im g = 0 .
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to the recent series of works , [K-L] , [K] , [D-S], [D-R-Sl-2], [D2] .
Suppose a compactum X lies in Euclidean space E" . Under what conditions can every map /: Y -> E" of compactum Y be approximated by a map whose image does not intersect X ? This paper suggests a solution of the problem in terms of the dimension of the product. Denote by C(X, Z) the space of all continuous maps of X into Z.
Theorem 1. Let X be a codimension-three tame compactum in Euclidean space E" . Suppose that dim (X x Y) < n for some compactum Y. Then the space C(Y, E" -X) is dense in C(Y, E").
By the tameness of X we understand the equality demX = dimX, where dem is Shtanko's embedding dimension [Sh] , [E] .
This theorem with the additional restriction dimX + dim Y < n was proved in [D-S] and [D-R-S]. The restriction dim X +dim Y < n is very strong because some recent results in dimension theory [Dl] imply that there exist compacta X and Y with dim(X x Y) < n and dim X + dim Y = m for given m < 2n -3 (of course, m > max{dimX, dimY}).
Corollary 1 [D2] . Let X and Y be compacta with dimX + dimY < 4/3« -1.
Suppose that dim(X x Y) < n. Then every pair of maps f: X -> E" and j : Y -► E" has unstable intersection.
A pair of maps /: X -► Z and g:Y-»Z of compacta X and Y into a metric space Z is said to have an unstable intersection [D-R-S2] if, for every e > 0, there exists a pair of maps f : X -> Z and g : Y -► Z satisfying the conditions that d(f, f)<t and d(g, g) < e and with the property Im f n Im g = 0.
Corollary 1 with the restriction dimX-l-dimY < « was proved in [D-R-S2] and [Sp2] . It was also proved without this restriction in recent work [Sp-T] .
Corollary 2 [D2] . Let X and Y be compacta with dim(X x Y) < n. Then there exists a number m such that every pair of maps f:X-> En+m and g:Yxlm-> En+m has an unstable intersection.
Here Im is an w-dimensional cube.
Conjecture. The inequality dim X x Y < n for a pair of compacta implies the instability of intersections for every pair of maps /: X -» E" and g:Y-»E".
The positive answer to the questions in any of the following problems implies the conjecture. Problem 1. Let X and Y be compacta with dim(X x Y) < n . Can a given map /: X -► E" be approximated by f with the property dim(Im// x Y) < n ?
Problem 2. Let X be a compactum with dim X < n -2, and let G be an Abelian group. Can an arbitrary map /: X -» E" be approximated by f with the property c-dimGIm/' < c-dimGX?
Recall that the cohomological dimension of a compactum Z with respect to G as coefficient, c-dim^Z, is the largest number m for which there exists a closed subset AcZ with Hm(Z , A; G) ^0, where H* is a Cech cohomology group [Ku] .
Problem 3. Let X and Y be compacta. Suppose that a pair of maps /: X -► E" and g: Y -> E" has a stable intersection. Does it imply that the pair /: X -► E" x {0} *-* En+X and g x id, : Y x / -> E"+1, where / = [-1, 1], has a stable intersection in E"+1 ?
As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 1, a generalization of the Alexandrov theorem [A] for an arbitrary group is obtained.
The main lemma
A homology group Hk(X; Z) with the integers as coefficients is denoted by Hk(X). Lemma 1. Let M be a simply connected CW-complex and Y be a compactum.
If c-dim^ (M)Y < k for all k, then c-dim^ (M)Y < k for every k.
We will denote the homotopy group nk(M) by itk and the homology group Hk(M) by Hk.
Let us consider a Postnikov tower for the space M [Spa] : * <-E2 <-E3 <-...<-£_ i-. Assertion 1. For each n and arbitrary G there exist the equalities Hn(En; G) = Hn(En+x;G) = ... = Hn(M;G). Proof. It is easy to see that En is homotopy equivalent to CIF-complex T, which is obtained from M by attaching cells of dimension > n + 2. Hence Hn(En ; G) = Hn(T; G) = Hn(T{n+X) ; G) = Hn(M{n+x) ; G) -Hn(M; G). The other equalities can be obtained similarly.
Recall that Z = Z/pZ and Zp0c = lim Zpk.
Assertion 2. Let it be an Abelian group with no element of order p, and suppose that each element of n is divisible by p . Then Ht(K(n, n) ; G) = 0 for all n ifG = ZporG = Zp~ .
Proof. It is easy to verify that n ® Z[¿] = n. Let X^, denote a localization of space X out of the prime number p . Then [Su] K(n, «)^, = K(n^,x, n) = K(n <g> Z[\], n) = K(n, n). Hence Hm(K(n, n)) = Hm(K(n, n)M) = Hm(K(n, n)) ® Z 1 VP\ According to the universal coefficients formula we have 0 -> Hm(K(n, «)) ® Z[i] ® G -Hm(K(n, n); G) -(Hm_x(K(n, n)) ® Z[i]) * G -0. In the case G = Z» or G = Z , both the right and the left sides of the sequence are zero. Proof. We will use induction on k . If k = 1, it is true by virtue of E, = *. Assume that the assertion is proved for some k < n . Let us consider the spectral sequence of the fibration E^+1 -> Efc in the Postnikov tower: K,i = ^J^k^, (K(nk+x,k+l) ;G)).
The universal coefficient formula gives us the sequence 0^Hm(Ek)®Hl (K(nk+x,k+l) ;G)^E2mJ -Hm_x(Ek) * H,{K(nk+l ,k + l);G)-+0. Following Bokshtein, define a set 9(G) for an arbitrary Abelian group G:
(1) Qe^(G)^Q®G#0, Bokshtein's Theorem [Ku] . For arbitrary compactum X and arbitrary Abelian group G there is the equality
Proof of Lemma 1. Denote by Sk the set {G : c-dimGY < k} . By the conditions of Lemma 1, we have Hk G âk and âk c ôk+x for all k . All we need to prove is the inclusion nk G ôk for each k . We do it by induction on k.
Since nx = 0, then nx G ôx . Assume that, for k < n, inclusions nk G ôk hold. We must prove the inclusion nnGÔn. By virtue of Bokshtein's Theorem, c-dim^ Y = c-dimGY for some G G 9(nn). Thus, it is sufficient to prove that 9(nn) c ôn . We have to consider four cases: when G = Q, Z,p,, Zp , and Suppose that G G 9(nn). Then, if G g ôn_x , it follows that (*) G 6 ônX c ân. Hence we can assume for each G that G £ Suppose that G = Q G 9(nn). Then (*) and the condition Hk G Sk imply (1) From Bokshtein's inequality [Ku] ,
it follows that Z{p) G ôn .
(2) Consider a localization of M in prime p, and apply the above argument. By using modulo p-torsions and Hurewicz's theorem [Spa] , we will obtain an equality Hn 8 Z, . = nn ®Z, ,. Since Z, > ®Z/)oo = Zp^ , this equality together with Z, . G 9(nn) implies Z, ) G 9(Hn). Hence 
Z^G^HJC^.
Suppose at least that G = Zp<x G 9(nn). By virtue of Bokshtein's inequalities
we can assume that Zp , Z, , ^ Sn. There are two cases: (1) Q £ <5n_j and (2) Q G ôn_x. In the first case we consider the Serre class of Abelian groups C which consists of torsion groups having no element of order p [Spa] . Hurewicz's modulo-C theorem implies a modulo-C equality Hn = nn . Hence ZpX G 9(YLn) c ôn by the definition of 9(Hn).
In the second case, apply Assertions 3, 4, and 5 to obtain the isomorphism jt:Hn+x(K(n,n);Zp~)-+Hn+x(En;Zp~).
Since Hn(K(nn, n))*Z » = nn*Z oe ^ 0 we can assume that Hn+1(En ; Zp<*>) ± 0. The spectral sequence of the fibration En+1 -► En implies Hn+1(En+1 ; ZpX) i= 0. Therefore, Hn+1 8 Zp^ / 0 or HB * ZpX ^ 0. The condition Hn+1 ® ZpX ^ 0 implies Z, , g 9(Hn+x) c ôn+x. By virtue of Bokshtein's inequal-ity c-dim, Y < max{c-dimnY, c-dim, Y -1}, we can conclude that Z » G ôn. The condition Hn * Z x, ^ 0 combined with the fact that Z , Z(p) i 9(Un) implies that Z,» G9(Hn).
3. Proof of theorem 1 Notation (Kuratowski). XtZ <$ for every closed subset A c X and every map /: A -► Z there exists an extension / : X -► Z of /.
Recall that XtK(G, n) is equivalent to c-dimGX < n [Ku] . Em CW-complex which is obtained by attaching to M cells of the dimensions > m + 2. It is easy to see that XtNw implies XtM . By Assertion 6, XtEm implies XtNw . Thus, it is sufficient to prove that XTEm . Applying the Milnor construction of universal bundles [M] , we can assume that the Postnikov tower consists of polyhedra with locally trivial fibrations. Apply Assertion 7 and use induction to conclude that XrEm .
Lemmas 1, 2 imply the following theorem:
Theorem 2. For finite-dimensional compacta, an inequality c-dimGY < n implies the property YtM(G , n), where M(G, n) is a Moor space.
Remark. Since dim Y < n <& YtS" , Theorem 2 is an extension for arbitrary G of the well-known Alexandroff theorem [A] : for finite-dimensional compacta the inequality c-dimzY < n implies dimY < n .
Proof of Theorem 1. Let /: Y -* En be an arbitrary map and let e > 0 be given. We can approximate f by g with a polyhedron K as the image of g. Suppose that p(f, g) < l/2e. We assume that K is a subpolyhedron in E" with respect to some triangulation t. Suppose that mesh t < l/4e. Consider the second barycentric subdivision ß2r of t , and denote by Ba the star of each simplex a g t with respect to ß x. Then for every pair ox, o2 we have Ba na = Ba n Ba . It is easy to see that Ba is homeomorphic to the «-dimensional cell. By K(i' we denote the /-skeleton of K with respect to t . For every a G K(0), choose a point xa G IntB^ -X. This defines a map g0 : g~'(K(0)) -> E" -X. Assume that we can define a map gt : g~x(K{l)) -* E" -X such that, for every simplex a c K(i), there is the inclusion gl(g~X(a)) C IntBCT. Let o be an arbitrary / + 1-dimensional simplex in K. Denote by M the set Int Ba -X. The equality dem X = dim X < n -3 implies that M is simply connected. Since dimX x Y < n, for any open subset V c Y, the equality H"((IntBCT n X) x V; Z) = 0 holds. By virtue of the Künnet formula, H*(V; H"-*(IntBCTnX)) = 0 for k < n . Apply the Alexander duality to obtain hJ(V; Hfc_,(M)) = 0 for k < n. It means [Ku] that c-dimH (M)Y < k for all k. Apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to obtain the property YtM . Hence there exists a map qa : g~x(a) -* lntBa -X = M such that the restriction of qa onto g~ (a ) coincides with restriction g¡ onto g~ (a ). The union of qa defines a map gi+x : g~x(K(i+X)) -» E" -X with the property gi+x(g~\o)) c IntB, for each a C K(i+1). Note that Y = £~'(K(,!)). The map gn : Y -E" -X has the property p(gn, f) <e.
Proof of corollaries
We called [D-R-S2] a map /: X -• E" regular branched if for every k > OdimB^/) < JkdimX-(fc-1)«, where Bk(f) = [z GEn : #f~x(z) > k}.
Denote by R(X, E") the set of all regular branched maps from X to E" .
Theorem 3 [D-R-S2, Theorem 3.1]. For every compactum X, the set R(X, E") is of the second Baire category in C(X, E").
Lemma 3. Let X and Y be compacta such that dimX < dimY, dim(XxY) < n and dimX + dimY < (4/3)« -1. Then N = {/ G C(X, E") : dim(Im/ x Y) < « and dim(Im/) < dimX} is dense in C(X, E").
Proof. The set N2 = {/ G C(X, E") : dim(Im/) < dimX} is of the second Baire category. This fact is well known and follows, for example, from [D-R-S2, Corollary 3.3]. It suffices to prove that R(X, E") c N, = {/ G C(X, E") : dim(Im/ x Y) < «} . Then N = N, n N2 will be dense in C(X, E").
Since dimX < \n , it follows that Bk(f) = 0 for k > 2.
Consider the map / x idY :XxY->Im/xY. Then, for every k > 2, Bk(fxidY) = 0. Since dimX< §«-1/2, dimB2(/xidY) = dim(B2(/)xY) < dimB2(/) + dimY < 2dimX -« + dimY = dimX + dimY + dimX -« < |« -1 + §« -1/2 -« = « - § . Apply the Zarelua-Skordev two-to-one mapping theorem [Z] , [Sk] to conclude that dim(Im/ x Y) < max{dim(X x Y), dimB2(/ x idY) + 1} < n .
Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that dimX < dimY. According to Lemma 3, there exists a map /:X-»E" l/2e-close to / and with dim(lmf x Y) < n . Since dimX < « -3, the Shtanko theorem [Sh] implies that there exists a reembedding p : Im/ -> E of the set Imf1 which is e/2-close to the initial embedding and has the tameness property. Theorem 1 applied to tp (Imf) and Y implies that there exists a map g : Y -» E" -tp(\mf) e-close to a given map g. Thus, the maps q> ° f and g are e-close to / and g, respectively, and have disjoint images.
Proof of Corollary 2. Choose a number m so large that the inequality dimX + dim Y + m < \(n + m) -1 holds, and then apply Corollary 1.
